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In The Name of Liberalism
In the Name of Elijah Muhammad tells the story of the
Nation of Islam—its rise in northern inner-city ghettos
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during the Great Depression through its decline
following the death of Elijah Muhammad in 1975 to its
rejuvenation under the leadership of Louis Farrakhan.
Mattias Gardell sets this story within the context of
African American social history, the legacy of black
nationalism, and the long but hidden Islamic presence
in North America. He presents with insight and
balance a detailed view of one of the most
controversial yet least explored organizations in the
United States—and its current leader. Beginning with
Master Farad Muhammad, believed to be God in
Person, Gardell examines the origins of the Nation.
His research on the period of Elijah Muhammad’s long
leadership draws on previously unreleased FBI files
that reveal a clear picture of the bureau’s attempts to
neutralize the Nation of Islam. In addition, they shed
new light on the circumstances surrounding the
murder of Malcolm X. With the main part of the book
focused on the fortunes of the Nation after Elijah
Muhammad’s death, Gardell then turns to the figure
of Minister Farrakhan. From his emergence as the
dominant voice of the radical black Islamic
community to his leadership of the Million Man March,
Farrakhan has often been portrayed as a demagogue,
bigot, racist, and anti-Semite. Gardell balances the
media’s view of the Nation and Farrakhan with the
Nation’s own views and with the perspectives of the
black community in which the organization actively
works. His investigation, based on field research,
taped lectures, and interviews, leads to the fullest
account yet of the Nation of Islam’s ideology and
theology, and its complicated relations with
mainstream Islam, the black church, the Jewish
community, extremist white nationalists, and the
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urban culture of black American youth, particularly
the hip-hop movement and gangs.

In the Name of God
Leading judges and legal scholars explore the state of
criminal law today and offer compelling examinations
of key issues, including suicide terrorism, drug
legalization, and the vast reach of federal criminal
liability.

In the Name of the People
Are our 'democracies' truly democratic? In the Name
of the People examines the myth of modern
democracy and finds it wanting. The various
oligarchies of the world blame the madness of
modern life on the greed and stupidity of ordinary
people: this book argues that, on the contrary, elites
indulge a limitless greed for power and wealth under
cover of 'giving the people what they want'. As a coda
to his short book, Ivo Mosley examines what true
democracy has meant over the last two and a half
millennia, and examines how it could be incorporated
into current political structures to give them meaning,
life and accountability.

In the Name of the Poor
THOUGHT PROVOCKING! "In the Name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." Have you ever
wondered what the Holy Covenant Name of our
Creator actually is? After all He did create you. Isn't it
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about time you found out? Like most of us believers,
we say the words during weddings and baptism's, and
funerals and communion services. We all say "In the
Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit"; but Have you ever noticed that they leave
without SAYING the actual NAME of the Father? Have
you ever noticed that at the funeral? How about the
Name of the Son? Was it mentioned at the last
wedding you attended? The Holy Covenant Name of
the Holy Spirit; was it uttered at the last Baptism you
attended? Our Father in heaven, Our Creator; What is
His actual Name? Is His Name "God"? Is it "Lord"?
What is REALLY the ACTUAL Holy Covenant Name of
our Father in heaven? What is the Name of the Son?
After all; he did die for you. Is it "Jesus"? Was it
"Christ"? Is it "Hossanah"? How about "King of kings,"
or "Lord of lords"? The Holy Spirit has a Name, do you
know what it is? After we uncover the facts together
in this book; it will change the way that you thought
about modern christianity forever! This book is a
memorial to the Name of the Father, and to the Name
of the Son, and to the Name of the Holy Spirit! This
book will SHOCK you! The information revealed In this
book, is the most important information to surface in
the last 2000 years; concerning the Name of the
Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit. This book will
ASTOUND you; with facts derived soully from the
"King James" version of the Holy Scripture's; which is
the version of Holy Scripture that allmost ALL
protestant christian denominations rely upon for the
truth of the Holy Word. That is why the "King James"
version is the primary resource book that we will be
using to prove out each Holy Covenant Name. Finally:
A book that takes the reader "by the hand" and
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presents the historical evidenc

The Bible Says: History of Abuses
Committed in the Name of the Biblical
Text
In the Name of the Church: Vocation and
Authorization in Lay Ecclesial Ministry presents
insights generated in the 2011 Collegeville National
Symposium on Lay Ecclesial Ministry, a gathering
designed to prioritize the theological foundations for
vocation and authorization in lay ecclesial ministry,
and make recommendations to advance excellence in
this expanding ministry. The essays presented by
seven theologians at the Symposium are included,
along with thoughtful input drawn from the
experiences of lay and ordained ministers who
gathered to amplify the voice and strengthen the
national will to promote effective ecclesial leadership
practices identified within Co-Workers in the Vineyard
of the Lord.

In the Name of the Mother
This book argues for the significance of ideology
critique and moral judgment in the fields of literary,
cultural, political and philosophical studies. By
drawing on Slavoj Zizek's theory of ideology the
author examines postmodern horror films like
Jonathan Demme's The Silence of the Lambs,
multiculturalism, post-September 11 political
discourses and the society of enjoyment in terms of
paranoia and perversion and reveals patterns of
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enjoyment structured through ideological fantasy. The
Lacanian/Zizekian theory of ideological fantasy and
ethics of psychoanalysis is then applied to broader
philosophical, political and cultural contexts.

In the Name of Mozart
Recent revelations of child abuse have highlighted the
need for understanding the historical background to
current attitudes towards child health and welfare. In
the Name of the Child explores a variety of
professional, social, political and cultural
constructions of the child in the decades around the
First World War. It describes how medical and welfare
initiatives in the name of the child were shaped and
how changes in medical and welfare provisions were
closely allied to political and ideological interests.

In the Name of Justice
1640, and the pall of war hangs over France The
young Chevalier de Roland has scarcely set foot in the
city before he crosses swords with a cruel nobleman
to defend a young woman's honour. Too late he
learns he has stumbled on a conspiracy within the
King's own household to seize power by secret
alliance with Spain. Accused of treason and forced to
flee into hiding, André must fight on alone, staking
both his life and his honour in the battle to save
France. Blood and Steel is an epic swashbuckling
pageturner that sweeps from the political intrigues of
Cardinal Richelieu to the great battlefields of the
Thirty Years War.
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In the Name of the Father, the
Revolution Will Be Televised
A Psychological Thriller. Liz's best friend rode off on
the back of a motorcycle when she was 16 years old.
Her body parts washed up on the shores of a Virginia
beach community days later, prompting Liz's parents
to sequester her away to Richmond, far away from
the vicious murder. Now on her own, Liz returns to
take back that part of her life and make peace with
the events of her 16th summer. John Williams's heart
broke when, after being questioned in the grisly
murder, Liz's parents spirited her away for good,
leaving him grieving for his forsaken love. With the
guidance of his father, the community preacher, John
moves on with a clear understanding of his life's
mission. When another body turns up, safety
becomes elusive, even in the small community church
where the answers are hidden. Liz and John have to
face the truth that the killer is still out there. Waiting.
Watching them.

In the Name of the Father
The Book of Lost Names
Differences among religious communities have
motivated—and continue to motivate—many of the
deadliest conflicts in human history. But how did
political power and organized religion become so
thoroughly intertwined? And how have religion and
religiously motivated conflicts affected the evolution
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of societies throughout history, from demographic
and sociopolitical change to economic growth? War,
Peace, and Prosperity in the Name of God turns the
focus on the “big three monotheisms”—Judaism,
Islam, and Christianity—to consider these questions.
Chronicling the relatively rapid spread of the
Abrahamic religions among the Old World, Murat
Iyigun shows that societies that adhered to a
monotheistic belief in that era lasted longer,
suggesting that monotheism brought some
sociopolitical advantages. While the inherent belief in
one true god meant that these religious communities
had sooner or later to contend with one another,
Iyigun shows that differences among them were
typically strong enough to trump disagreements
within. The book concludes by documenting the longterm repercussions of these dynamics for the
organization of societies and their politics in Europe
and the Middle East.

In the Name of the Church
The focal point for this study is the emergent new
social democracy of the 21st century. Moschonas
examines the process of de-social-democratisation,
which affects every aspect of the social democratic
phenomenon.

In the Name of God
This book deconstructs the equation of nationalism
with the extreme right in Russia. Nationalism now
extends throughout all ofthe countryand can not be
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seen as a phenomenon confined to the margins of
society. This study rejects the interpretation that
understands Kremlin-backed patriotism as simply part
of a fascist trend in Russia and as a rapprochement
between the political authorities and the extreme
right. A simplistic analysis of such a paradoxical
phenomenon addresses neither the basic issue of
social consensus nor that of the inherent relationship
between national identity and citizenship.

In the Name of Eugenics
Alongside the impact of his early novels and plays,
and his more recent memoirs, these essays give new
insights into Ngugi's and other writers' responses to
colonialism - there is new material here for students
of literature, politics and culture.

In the Name of the People
An anonymous caller tells a detective in a small
Oregon town that a woman has just bitten off a man's
finger. But the man is not the victim, the caller says.
The woman is. She's being held against her will by a
group of faith-healing fanatics who are trying to cure
her depression with violent exorcisms. The detective
rescues her, but she is afraid to press charges against
the people in her church. Then the detective gets an
even more ominous message: Children in the church
have been dying mysteriously for years, and now
several more are in immediate peril, facing blindness,
disability, and death. Unwilling to stand by and allow
more children to suffer, the anonymous caller -- a
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church insider -- risks everything to work with three
detectives and a lone prosecutor to fight faith-based
child abuse, and to change the laws that protect its
perpetrators. They are joined by a mother who'd
suffered a faith-healing tragedy herself, and
afterwards dedicated her life to saving others from
the same fate. Masterfully written by author Cameron
Stauth, In the Name of God tells the true story of their
heroic mission, which resulted in a historic series of
sensational trials that exposed the darkest secret of
American fundamentalism, and revealed the shameful
political deals that have allowed thousands of children
to die at the hands of their own parents -- legally.
Though the battle against faith-healing abuse
continues around the country, the victory in Oregon
has lit the path to a better future, in which no child
need die because of a parent's beliefs.

In The Name of The Game
Thoughtful and thought provoking, this book proposes
suggestions for fixing society through common sense
and faith.

In the Name of Education
A true story of how an Irish immigrant living in
England took on the British Legal and Justice system
to get the law changed before he could fight a terrible
injustice.

War, Peace, and Prosperity in the Name
of God
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In 1327, Brother William of Baskerville is sent to
investigate charges of heresy against Franciscan
monks at a wealthy Italian abbey but finds his mission
overshadowed by seven bizarre murders.

Horror and Evil in the Name of
Enjoyment
Daniel Kevles traces the study and practice of
eugenics--the science of "improving" the human
species by exploiting theories of heredity--from its
inception in the late nineteenth century to its most
recent manifestation within the field of genetic
engineering. It is rich in narrative, anecdote, attention
to human detail, and stories of competition among
scientists who have dominated the field.

In the Name of the Child
In the Name of the Law
"A valuable contribution to the existing literature on
Anglo-American relations in general and on the
International Relations of the Middle East in the 1950s
in particular. The `special relationship' between
Britain and the United States has been a persistent
theme in public discourse since the Second World War
but it is rarely treated with analytical rigour. It is
refreshing therefore to come across a critical and
unsentimental account of how this relationship works
out in practice." Avi Shlaim, St. Antony's, Oxford
Traditional historiographies of the Cold War in the
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Middle East contend that the Suez Crisis marked the
demise of Britain's political influence in the region. By
contrast, using recently declassified documents, Ivan
Pearson argues that although the Suez Crisis was
cataclysmic on many dimensions, it did not mark a
precipitous turning point in Britain's ability to affect
events in the Middle East decisively. Although Suez
wholly undermined British prestige, and revealed
severe shortcomings in its military capabilities, these
losses were considerably offset by the increasing
ability of British policymakers to influence the United
States---a country with an emerging presence in the
region. In several critical instances during the 1950s
both before and after the Crisis - British policymakers
were successful in shaping events in the Middle East
through a concerted lobbying effort that swayed the
course of policy action pursued by the US. In the
Name of Oil documents the frequent bureaucratic
infighting between the Administration, State
Department, and CIA on the American side, as well as
the way in which the British took advantage of the
blurred line between communism and Arab
nationalism in the Middle East to mislead the US into
pursuing policies that would protect the cheap oil
supplied by British-owned oil giants such as the AngloIranian Oil Company and the Iraq Petroleum
Company. The narrative explains the crucial role of
local actors, and the tangled web of interests and
circumstances: Western-backed coups, countercoups, political intimidation, rigged elections,
misinformation, and bribery. Barely a decade after the
end of World War II, the war's liberal democratic
victors were engaged in dubious acts in the name of
protecting Europe's access to cheap Middle Eastern
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Oil.

Why Do People Do Bad Things in the
Name of Religion?
Current discourse on poverty reduction emphasises
the roles of the state and the market. This text
stresses the importance of exploring and
understanding the poor's own actions.

In the Name of Elijah Muhammad
Part murder mystery, part courtroom drama, mounted
Constable William Willshire's memoirs are an
intriguing look into life and law in the colonies of a
young Australia.

In the Name of the Father
"Johnston, Roseby, and Kuehnle take you behind the
child's eyes, into their heads[they] flesh out the
familial context, and bring it all back into the larger
social world.When you are done reading, you know
who these families are, what the children need, and -as a clinician -- how you can help them." --Marsha
Kline Pruett, PhD, MSL Maconda Brown O'Connor
Professor Smith College School for Social Work "This
book addresses problems that arise for children of
conflicted and violent divorceÖ.It provides a good
base for beginning to treat children in this situation as
well as good information for understanding the legal
and community services available." --Doody's The
fully updated and revised edition of In the Name of
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the Child examines both the immediate and long-term
effects of high-conflict divorce on children. By
combining three decades of research with clinical
experience, the authors trace the developmental
problems affecting very young children through
adolescence and adulthood, paying special attention
to the impact of family violence and the dynamics of
parental alienation. The authors present clinical
interventions that have proven to be most effective in
their own clinical work with families. With a new
emphasis on the need for prevention and early
intervention, this edition examines how defensive
strategies and symptoms of distress in children can
consolidate into immutable, long-standing
psychopathology in their adult lives. This book
contains the policies and procedures that can
preempt these high-conflict outcomes in divorcing
families. Key Features: Contains a new chapter
examining the effects of violent divorce on a sample
of young adults, tracking their developmental
changes from adolescence through adulthood
Discusses the developmental threats to both boys and
girls of different ages and stages, along with
therapeutic interventions and guidelines for parenting
plans Proposes principles and criteria for decisionmaking about custody, visitation, and parenting plans
based on individual assessment of the developing
child within his or her family Mental health
professionals, educators, family lawyers, judges, and
court administrators will find this book to be an
essential read, with all the knowledge and insight
needed to understand the short- and long-term
effects of violent divorce on children.
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In the Name of the Father, And of the
Son, And of the Holy Spirit
In the Name of Oil
An unsettling reflection on the twentieth century in its
twilight hours in which we are asked to rethink our
assumptions about universalism and humanism.
While many people look to humanist ideals as a
deterrent to nationalist chauvinism, Finkielkraut
challenges the abstract idea of universalism by
describing the terrible crimes "civilized" Europe has
committed in its name.

Stop in the Name of the Law
In the Name of the Father
Why have British and North American governments
adopted illiberal social policies during this century? In
the Name of Liberalism investigates examples of
social policy in Britain and the United States that
conflict with liberal democratic ideals. The book
examines the use of eugenic arguments in the 1920s
and 1930s, the use of work camps in the 1930s as a
response to mass unemployment and the introduction
of work-for-welfare programs since the 1980s. The
book argues that existing accounts of American and
British political development neglect how illiberal
social policies are intertwined in the creation of
modern liberal democratic institutions. Such policies
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are, paradoxically, justified in terms of the liberal
democratic framework itself. In the light of the books
research, the author suggests that there is a need to
know more about the internal workings of
democracies to justify the claim that liberal
democracy represents the most attractive set of
political institutions.

In the Name of the Family
In the Name of the Father: The Rhetoric of the New
Southern Baptist Convention begins with an analysis
of the 1979 Southern Baptist Convention, the
watershed convention where moderate forces fell
before the powerful oratory of the ultraconservative
faction, which has remained in power ever since.
Communication professors Carl L. Kell and L.
Raymond Camp investigate the rhetorical shift from
moderate to ultraconservative in the Southern Baptist
Convention, the largest denomination in the South
and the largest Protestant denomination in the United
States. Drawing on sermons delivered at national
conventions from 1979 to the present, Kell and Camp
outline the discourses of fundamentalism, inerrancy,
and exclusion. These discourses, the authors assert,
point to the SBC leaders' call for a return to times
before feminism and tolerance of varying sexual
orientations allegedly brought chaos to society and
shook believers from their theological foundations.

In the Name of the King
Prominent cultural critic Judith Stacey offers a ringing
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rebuttal to the rhetoric of "family values" with this
powerful argument for accepting family diversityincluding a strong new case for legal same-sex
marriage.

In the Name of Love
The Name of the Rose
Presents a critical assessment of the state of Chinese
legal reform, including the privatization of lawyers
and legal scholars and what the author sees as a
contradiction between the current government's
policies and the People's Republic of China's own
Constitution.

In the Name of the Bee
Inspired by an astonishing true story from World War
II, a young woman with a talent for forgery helps
hundreds of Jewish children flee the Nazis in this
unforgettable historical novel from the international
bestselling author of the “epic and heart-wrenching
World War II tale” (Alyson Noel, #1 New York Times
bestselling author) The Winemaker’s Wife. Eva Traube
Abrams, a semi-retired librarian in Florida, is shelving
books one morning when her eyes lock on a
photograph in a magazine lying open nearby. She
freezes; it’s an image of a book she hasn’t seen in
sixty-five years—a book she recognizes as The Book
of Lost Names. The accompanying article discusses
the looting of libraries by the Nazis across Europe
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during World War II—an experience Eva remembers
well—and the search to reunite people with the texts
taken from them so long ago. The book in the
photograph, an eighteenth-century religious text
thought to have been taken from France in the
waning days of the war, is one of the most fascinating
cases. Now housed in Berlin’s Zentral- und
Landesbibliothek library, it appears to contain some
sort of code, but researchers don’t know where it
came from—or what the code means. Only Eva holds
the answer—but will she have the strength to revisit
old memories and help reunite those lost during the
war? As a graduate student in 1942, Eva was forced
to flee Paris after the arrest of her father, a Polish Jew.
Finding refuge in a small mountain town in the Free
Zone, she begins forging identity documents for
Jewish children fleeing to neutral Switzerland. But
erasing people comes with a price, and along with a
mysterious, handsome forger named Rémy, Eva
decides she must find a way to preserve the real
names of the children who are too young to
remember who they really are. The records they keep
in The Book of Lost Names will become even more
vital when the resistance cell they work for is
betrayed and Rémy disappears. An engaging and
evocative novel reminiscent of The Lost Girls of Paris
and The Alice Network, The Book of Lost Names is a
testament to the resilience of the human spirit and
the power of bravery and love in the face of evil.

In the Name of the Son
A collection of true crime cases includes the case of
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Jerry Harris, a self-made millionaire whose
disappearance prompted his wife's eight-year search
for answers

In the Name of Justice
True stories of law enforcement in Superior when the
Chief of Police was one of the richest men in America!
Read about the wild days of prohibition, prostitution
and life as it was!O'Kash grew up on the infamous
Third Street near the old time waterfront and he
remembers all the characters from Nigger Brown,
Lady La Du, Dottie from Duluth to Madame Rose,
Indian Sadie, and Rye, owner of 314 John, Superior's
most well known bordello.This book is a bestseller in
Superior and Duluth! Makes a great gift.

In the Name of Social Democracy
This book is the result of a collaborative project,
commissioned to the Lieven Gevaert Research Centre
for Photography and Visual Studies at the KULeuven
by the Concertgebouw Brugge. Malou Swinnen has
portrayed seventeen Mozart performers, right before
entering the stage, in two different states. The
fascinating relationship between photography and
music is addressed in an essay written by Katelijne
Schiltz and Hilde Van Gelder. Liesbeth Decan has
interviewed Malou Swinnen in depth.

Sam Houston In the Name of Texas
1809-1834
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It was people like Stephen Austin, Sam Houston and
Juan Seguin and the defenders of the Alamo, who not
only felt the power of the Land, but they became the
life that was born from that power. Their stories are
the Life of Texas.

In the Name of Humanity
A unique resource which offers a sermon for every
Sunday, Feast Day and Holy Day of Obligation of the
Extraordinary Form calendar by outstanding Catholic
theologians, priests and religious from Britain and
America.

In the Name of the Nation
In In the Name of God biblical scholars and historians
begin the exciting work of deconstructing British and
Spanish imperial usage of the Bible as well as the use
of the Bible to counteract imperialism.

In the Name of the Child
Alexis convincingly examines the crisis in education
from a Christian perspective. (Social Issues)
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